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The old adage that a happy customer will tell a friend, a satisfied 
customer tells no one and an angry customer tells everyone rings 
true more than ever in today’s world.  

Today, your patients can tell others about you directly, or they can 
influence prospective patients by leaving online reviews. 

The reach of online reviews is fast and far due to social media, 
search engines and endless review sites. This type of “word of 
mouth” communication is unlike anything of the past. Online 
reviews are digital pieces of word of mouth marketing.  

The renowned research firm Forrester explains that in today’s “Age 
of the Customer,” empowered customers are more demanding than 
ever. They expect consistent, high-quality service. Online review 
sites are often their first and only stop to finding a product or 
service they believe will meet their expectations. Reviews on these 
sites are typically your potential customers’ first impression of you. 

Online reviews can also increase your practice’s visibility on search 
engines. If you are looking to grow your practice, you must act now 
to encourage, collect and monitor your online reviews.  

This guide combines knowledge from our experience working with 
dentists and insight from the latest research and best practices for 
reviews across industries. Whether you struggle with negative or 
non-existent reviews or already have a solid online reputation, this 
guide is for you. 

Introduction
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The Importance of Online Reviews

People are influenced by online reviews because they trust them. 
They do not rely on your company’s website or expert opinions, 
especially when they can readily view the opinion of their most 
trusted source: people just like them.  

The bottom line is people trust what your patients say about you, 
more than what YOU say about you. Reviews are viewed as unbiased 
and real.  

Given the weight and influence that online reviews carry, they can 
have a greater marketing impact than any other paid advertisement.  

High quality reviews and a high quantity of reviews will give your 
business leverage in local SEO and increase visibility. The more 
reviews you have, the more visible your business listing is on a search 
engine or review site. This enables small and/or startup businesses to 
compete with larger, more established ones at a local level. In this 
sense, online reviews are the least expensive and the most 
effective SEO tactic you can implement. 

Why Patient Reviews Matter
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Online reviews can be more effective in generating new patients than 
traditional marketing efforts. Without online reviews, it is hard for your 
office to distinguish itself from other businesses in the same industry.  

A recent study on online reviews by BrightLocal revealed that 88% of 
patients reported to have looked at online reviews to find a provider 
while 39% reported reading reviews on a regular basis. The same study 
showed that 79% of prospective patients reported that reading positive 
reviews makes them trust a business more and that they trust online 
reviews as much as a personal recommendation. 

Fantastic reviews can have a strong impact on your business. According 
to a Harvard Business School study, a one-star increase in an overall 
Yelp rating translated into a revenue increase between 5-9%. According 
to this statistic, if your practice has a net annual income of one million 
dollars, it has the potential to bring in an extra $50,000 to $90,000 with 
just a one-star rating increase!  

Do not allow a fear of bad reviews to hold you back from adopting this 
helpful marketing tool. Turn the page for tips to help you generate, 
nurture, manage and leverage your patient reviews.  

The Proof is in the Statistics
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Today, finding a dentist is as simple as consulting the mobile device in 
your hand. Major sites such as Yelp, Google and Facebook are easily 
accessible from a computer or phone. They are also widely used. Yelp 
reported a monthly average of 89 million unique visitors to the site via 
a mobile device in 2015.  

Yelp, Google and Facebook are the most important sites right now. Both 
Yelp and Google are popular with potential patients looking for a new 
dentist. A strong presence on Google and Yelp will be rewarded with a 
prominent search results ranking. Although potential patients do not 
typically look for a dentist on Facebook, a Facebook review might act 
as an indirect referral when potential patients see their friends “like” 
and review your practice. 
  
Once you have established a presence on any or all of the “big three,” 
it is advisable to also sign up for niche sites such as Healthgrades, 
Angie’s List, RateMDs, Vitals, Dr. Oogle and others. Having reviews on 
multiple sites increases your rank on search results. Even if you don’t 
ask your patients for reviews on these sites, you should make sure that 
the information on your profile is correct. 

A good way to determine which sites to look at is to google your name 
or the name of your practice. See what comes up. If your profile on 
Healthgrades is the number three result, you might want to make it 
your next priority.  

Ideally, you want to drive customers to the review sites that matter 
most. Of course, over time some sites may become more prominent and 
others will fade away. That is why it is a good idea to diversify your 
reviews across multiple sites to increase visibility and stay relevant. 

The Top Sites to Direct Your Efforts

Important Sites for Dentists
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Some dentists erroneously believe that claiming a page will cause them 
to get bad reviews. This is a myth because patients can post a review to 
your page even when it is unclaimed.  

Ignoring Yelp and other review sites could cost you more potential 
patients than a few negative reviews. 

By unlocking your page and filling out your profile, you are better able 
to manage your online reputation. Claiming your profiles allows you to 
use the real estate of these highly ranked sites to promote your 
business. It also gives you the ability to monitor and respond to 
reviews.  

Claiming and completing your profile on various review sites might be a 
time-consuming task but it is well worth your time. Start by claiming 
your listings on the most important sites (Yelp, Google and Facebook). 
Then move to any secondary sites. This will take you one step closer to 
completing your digital marketing strategy. 

Unlock Your Listing and Fill Out Your Profile

Claiming Your Profiles

Ignoring Yelp and other 
review sites could cost you 
more potential patients than 

a few negative reviews.
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Occasional negative reviews are unavoidable, but claiming your 
business’ profile on online review sites allows you to have more control 
over how your practice is represented online. Remember, this profile is 
not a paid listing. Most review sites do not charge businesses to claim 
their profile.   

How to get started: 

1. Put up pictures of your practice. Include photos of the dentist and 
the team. Do not use clinical pictures. Your pictures should 
welcome patients to your practice, not scare them. 

2. With patients’ signed permission, you may also include pictures of 
your patients with the team members. These pictures of your happy 
patients act as indirect endorsements for your care. 

3. Add videos. Google currently allows you to post videos and invite 
your customers to “see inside” the office to get a better feel for 
what you have to offer. 

4. Include your office hours and other helpful information about your 
office. 

5. Make sure that your practice address, website and phone numbers 
are correct! 

6. List your services. 

At the time of this writing, Google and Yelp will send email 
notifications to the business owner when a review is posted. You are 
able to respond to any review. 

How to Claim Your Listing
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1. Claiming your listing allows you to listen to the conversation and 
learn what your customers are saying about you. You can now 
respond to these conversations. 

2. It allows you to engage with your reviewers to show that you are 
responsive and care about their feedback. Responding to a positive 
review can move the review to the top of the page, increasing 
visibility. 

3. It helps to build trust. Consumers are increasingly relying on 
reviews to guide their decisions. By seeing you engage with your 
customers online in a positive way, potential patients will view you 
as more trustworthy. 

4. It helps to capture the mobile audience. Many consumers are using 
mobile apps to find businesses and doctors.  

5. Some sites will allow you to post deals or specials to attract 
potential customers. 

6. It improves visibility by creating a presence on another digital 
channel. 

7. It can help leverage data. Many sites come with analytics that allow 
you to track your visibility and understand your audience better. 

8. It makes it easy to monitor what is being said about your practice 
online. 

Benefits of Claiming Your Listing
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Why is it So Hard to Get 
Reviews?

Many dentists don’t take a proactive stance with reviews because they 
feel that there is little they can do about it. They assume that if they 
do good work and take care of their patients, the reviews will take care 
of themselves. This couldn’t be further from the truth. You must be 
proactive in getting more reviews and respond to any positive and 
negative reviews if you want to see your online reputation soar and 
your practice grow. 

The 90-9-1 rule, coined by marketing experts Jackie Huba and Ben 
McConnell, shows us that the majority of online viewers do not engage. 

In most online communities, 90 percent of viewers never contribute, 9 
percent contribute only occasionally and 1 percent of people account 
for almost all activity. 

A patient’s motivation to write a review is weak at best. Unless a 
patient is an elite reviewer or just had an awful experience, they are 
not likely to think about writing a review.  

The most common reasons why your happy customers don’t write 
reviews: 

1. They don’t have any motivation to write a review. 

2. They think that writing reviews is too tedious since a log in/account 
is required by most review sites. 

3. They forget. 

The latter two reasons may seem like small obstacles but are large 
enough to deter anyone with a weak intent. To encourage more 
reviews, create a Review Acquisition Strategy designed to boost 
patient motivation and to reduce any barriers.  
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1. Create a practice worth talking about. 

2. Gather feedback regularly. 

3. Invite patients to write reviews. 

4. Drive them to a destination designed to convert them into 
reviewers. 

5. Guide each reviewer to select the best possible review 
site and to complete the review. 

6. Make it really simple for them to post a review. 

7. Follow up. 

8. Show your gratitude when patients post positive reviews. 

Your Review Acquisition Strategy:

It is important to remember that building your online reputation is 
a marathon, not a sprint. Being too aggressive at once can backfire 
by triggering filters on review sites that look for abnormal patterns, 
causing your real reviews to be filtered out. Let your reviews 
accumulate naturally. 
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An Early-Capture Feedback Process can prevent bad reviews from 
happening. One or two star reviews will be rare if you have a process in 
place that gives patients an opportunity to privately address any 
concerns before they have the chance to vent online.  

A great way to do this is with a short two to three question survey sent 
to your patients immediately after their appointment. There are many 
ways of automating this task. For example, YAPI automatically sends 
out short surveys to catch unhappy patients right away. This process 
also identifies your best and most loyal patients who may be willing to 
post a positive review online when later prompted.  

An office’s quick response to any negative early-capture feedback can 
hugely impact the patient’s decision to post a bad review and their 
decision to return. In fact, a timely and caring response to negative 
feedback could turn the most unhappy patient into a raving fan. 

Preventing Bad Reviews 
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There is no trick or silver bullet - you have to earn your reviews. 
Providing “review-worthy” care to your patients is the first step to 
getting great reviews. However, excellent care alone is not enough to 
get you a lot of five-star reviews.  

Remember, the last thing on a patient’s mind when they leave your 
office is writing a review. You have to ask your patients for reviews. If 
you don’t ask for reviews, the only patients motivated to say something 
about you are those who are upset and want to vent.  

When you see a dentist with tons of reviews, it is because they provide 
high quality service, they ask for reviews and they make it easy for 
patients to review. 

How to Get Five-Star Reviews
You Just Have to Ask!

Make it incredibly easy for your 
patients to write a  review.
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How to Ask for Reviews
Many doctors and teams hesitate to ask for reviews because they don’t 
know how to or they don’t feel comfortable. But if you don’t ask, you 
don’t get. Most patients will be happy to review when you ask. For 
every one unhappy patient, there are 1,000 happy patients who would 
love to help you out.  

1. First and foremost, be very enthusiastic and appreciative for the 
patient’s time. 

2. Craft the right message. Remember that happy customers want to 
help others find great services and products. They also want to help 
the business owners that serve them well. Communicate this in 
your message! 

3. Whenever a patient praises your office, take this as an opportunity 
to ask for a review. You might say: “Thank you so much for your 
kind words. Would you mind doing us a favor and sharing your 
feedback online? I will send you a link so that you can easily post 
your review.” 

4. Don’t just ask patients who are loudly expressing their enthusiasm 
for your practice – ask everyone! Many patients are very satisfied 
with your service but it is not their personality to outwardly show 
their enthusiasm. You might say: “I’d like to ask you a favor. Would 
you mind taking a few minutes to write a review for us? Your 
comments help others who may be looking for a new dentist learn 
more about our practice. May I send you a link to where you can 
review us? Thank you so much. My team and I are looking forward 
to reading your comments.”  

5.  Follow Up! 

           Tips: 

• A handout or review “invite” such as a small postcard or a one 
pager with instructions on how to leave a review can be helpful 
for those unfamiliar with writing reviews online. 

• Use review generation software to make it incredibly easy for 
patients to post a review.  
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An automated review generation software will help you acquire more 
reviews and increase your online credibility and marketability. It will 
help you overcome the barriers to getting reviews directly on sites like 
Google, Yelp and Facebook.   

Review generation software, like YAPI, can be very effective in getting 
reviews because it identifies happy patients who are most likely to give 
you a great review and it makes it very easy for for them to do it.   

With YAPI, your patients get an automatic review request via SMS with a 
link that allows them to post a review while they are still in your 
office. Once they click on your link, they are asked whether they would 
recommend your practice to others. If they click “Yes,” they are 
prompted to select an app on their phone they like to use, such as Yelp, 
Google Maps or Facebook. They are able to post their review directly 
from the app. If they click “No,” they are directed to YAPI’s platform 
where they can privately share their feedback with your office.  

Leveraging review generation software can help you get a lot more 
reviews because it makes it easy for patients to leave a review. It can 
also help you catch patients who were dissatisfied and need attention 
before they might vent about their experience publicly. 

Review Generation Software
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Responding to Positive and 
Negative Reviews
Responding to Great Reviews

The Dentist’s Guide to Online Reviews 

Should you respond to the positive reviews? Absolutely! 

With so few businesses responding to their customer’s reviews, any effort 
on your part to let your patients know that you are reading and learning 
from their feedback will go a long way. Considering how busy people are, 
acknowledging their time shows prospective patients that you care about 
your patients, respect their time and value your relationship with them. 

Many dentists do not realize they can come across as ungracious if they 
see a review and do nothing.  

Acknowledge a nice review with a “thank you” to enhance your 
relationship with the patient. Don’t just write a canned response. Inject 
some personality and enthusiasm into it. If any of your team members 
were mentioned by name, let the reviewer know that you will share 
their feedback with your team.  

You may even consider sending a handwritten card or a nice email to 
thank your patients for taking the time to post a great review for your 
practice.  

Of course, be careful not to disclose any protected patient information 
or personal details about the patient in your public response. 
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Dealing with Negative Reviews

We get it. Nothing feels worse than having your efforts or practice 
bad-mouthed by a frustrated customer on a public site. It doesn’t 
matter if their opinion is misguided, it’s already out in the open. 

Take heart, not all bad reviews are bad news. Authentic negative 
feedback can help you unveil potential problems in your practice that 
need to be corrected.  

So what do you do when you get a negative review? 

Take a deep breath. Before you react, take the time to calm down 
first. You do not want to do or say anything while you are angry. Come 
back to it as soon as you feel you can tackle the review with a level 
head. The longer a negative review lingers, the greater damage it can 
cause.  

At first, try to resolve the issue privately. It’s a natural first impulse to 
get defensive but in this situation you must be compassionate and 
kind. Often patients voice their concerns publicly when they assume 
that no one is listening. When you resolve their issues privately, even 
if you are just giving them an ear to vent, grateful patients may be 
more than happy to take down or amend their review. 

If you know who the patient is, reach out to them in person. If you 
don’t recognize the reviewer, you may be able to send them a message 
through the review site. Don’t immediately ask them to remove the 
review. Hear them out. Own up to the problem and try to offer a way 
to resolve the situation. It’s not unusual to turn upset patients into 
loyal fans when you reach out in person and let them know you care.  
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Publicly Responding to Negative Reviews

Responding to negative reviews shows your responsiveness and 
credibility. A good response to a bad or downright nasty review can 
cause prospective patients to view your business in a positive light. 
According to Bazaarvoice, 70% of respondents said their opinion was 
changed after a business responded to a review. Prospective 
customers are often willing to overlook infrequent negative reviews if 
the business has made an effort to act upon it. 

While most reviews are actually positive, potential patients expect to 
see some negative feedback. Often, potential customers will read the 
full review and consider the context.  

Of course, some reviews are best left alone. Your response can make 
the review more visible. Choose which reviews you want to respond to 
carefully. You should never respond to Internet “trolls” or reviewers 
that blatantly attack you or your practice. In fact, some reviews are so 
colorful, they say more about the personality of the reviewer than the 
practice.  

When responding to reviews, keep in mind that your response is not 
just a direct reply to the reviewer; you are speaking to anyone who 
sees the review. Don’t add credibility to negative reviews by defending 
yourself. The more you protest, the more someone reading it will think 
that there is some merit to the review. Correcting inaccuracies in the 
review or trying to tell your story is not as important as showing the 
rest of the world you can keep your cool and address problems as they 
arise.  

Your response should be carefully crafted to let your potential patients 
know that you care about your patients’ experience and feedback.  
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1. Be careful not to say anything that could be considered protected 
patient information or spill any personal details.  

2. If possible, reply with your name, not the name of the practice. It 
comes across as more genuine.  

3. Briefly thank the patient for their feedback. 

4. Do not try to present your side of the story. Instead, show that you 
care about your patients’ privacy, express your concern and invite 
the reviewer to contact the practice to resolve the problem 
privately.  

 
Turn the page to read some examples of good and bad responses.  

Craft Your Perfect Response
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Examples of Good and Bad Responses

A Sample Positive Review: 

I hate going to the dentist but Magnolia Dentistry made my visit 
enjoyable. The staff was so kind and the hygienist made sure 
that I was comfortable the entire time I was in the chair. The 
dentist thoroughly examined my teeth and made sure to explain 
what I needed done and why. I will no longer dread going to the 
dentist! – Sarah 

A Good Response to a Positive Review: 

Thank you Sarah for your kind words! We appreciate your 
feedback and look forward to seeing you soon. 

This is a great response because it was brief and enthusiastic. 

A Bad Response to a Positive Review: 

Thank you Sarah! You are a great patient and we hope you are 
doing well with your new crowns. We always love seeing you. We 
hope that the kids are doing well and that you all had fun on 
your vacation. We will see you at your next appointment! 

This is a bad response because it reveals too much protected 
and personal patient information and is lengthy.  
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A Sample Negative Review 

I will never go to Magnolia Dentistry ever again. I waited over 3o 
minutes for my appointment and the woman at the front desk 
was very rude when I asked how much longer it would be. The 
dentist seemed rushed and acted like he didn’t care. The 
hygienist kept hurting me when she cleaned my teeth and didn’t 
even ask if I was okay. It was the worst dentist appointment I 
have ever had. I will not be back. – Luke 

A Good Response to a Negative Review: 

Luke, thank you for your feedback. While I cannot confirm or 
deny that you have been seen in our office or publicly comment 
on any aspect of patient care, I want to stress that at Magnolia 
Dentistry we care about our patients’ experience. We are truly 
sorry when any patient leaves dissatisfied. Please contact our 
patient care coordinator at this number so that we can work to 
resolve the problem.  

This is a good response because it shows concern and invites the 
reviewer to privately discuss the issue further. 

A Bad Response to a Negative Review: 

Luke, I am sorry for your visit but we never let patients wait 
that long. The dentist cares a lot for his patients and is always 
thorough. I am sorry that you were uncomfortable during the 
cleaning. Unfortunately, you didn’t have a cleaning for a long 
time and your gums were very inflamed. I am sure your next 
cleaning will be much more comfortable if you don’t go too long 
between cleanings again. I hope you will give us another chance! 

Luke will probably not give this dental practice another chance 
because this response dismisses his complaints and discusses his 
private information.  
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We designed our software as a complete suite of solutions 
dedicated to maximize efficiency and profitability of any dental 
practice. Our goal is to install truly automated processes that 
enhance the business side of dentistry, leaving busy doctors and 
their teams more time to concentrate on patients. 

Whether it’s conversion to a truly paperless dental practice, intra-
office communication, patient relationship management, 
collection of genuine reviews from satisfied patients, recall 
reminders, automated appointment confirmations or patient 
reactivation, we can help. 

Call us today or request a complimentary demo and see how YAPI 
can help you get more five-star reviews from your patients! 

Request a DEMO

See it in action today.

Focus on what truly matters – your patients.  
Automate the rest! 

The Dentist’s Guide to Online Reviews 
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